Photographer Hugo Fernandes in ACP’s “Intimate Strangers” portraits

New York City-based photographer Hugo Fernandes will join Randy Gue, curator at the Rose Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library and editor of the ACP blog, for a conversation about his work on Wednesday, Oct. 11, 2017 at 6:30 p.m. in the Jones Room at Emory’s Woodruff Library. The event, open to the public at no charge, is part of the Atlanta Celebrates Photography (ACP) series.

Fernandes’ photography, including portraits, some of which Fernandes will display, explores anonymity, vulnerability, intimacy, and digital culture. The Rose Library is home to a collection of Fernandes’ photography. Fernandes will discuss his “Intimate Strangers” photography series. Fernandes spent 10 years setting up photo shoots with men through online and app-based cruising sites. The resulting portraits, some of which Fernandes will display, explore anonymity, vulnerability, intimacy, and digital culture.
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